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Uinsure announce partnership with 360 Dotnet 

 

Uinsure, the multi-award winning InsurTech firm, has announced a ground-breaking 

partnership with practice management system provider 360 Dotnet who provides its solution, 

360 Lifecycle to over 20% of the mortgage market. 

This partnership allows the CRM data already within 360 Lifecycle to be automatically 

harnessed when providing a GI quote – making the process of generating a General Insurance 

quote alongside a mortgage even quicker, and even easier. 

The technology also removes the need for advisers to ask customers numerous detailed 

questions, some of which the customer may not know the answer to - such as the type of locks 

on a house. 

Uinsure’s Buy Now technology is their latest development in a range of recently launched 

partnerships that produces a binding general insurance quote with zero questions, making the 

process as quick and easy as possible. 

Ozgur Unlu, Managing Director, 360 Dotnet, comments: “Our integration with Uinsure 

provides an exciting opportunity to collaborate with another mortgage technology service. We 

see the integration efficiently supporting our brokers with future applications. This latest 

integration is very much in line with our commitment to provide the quickest and easiest 

solution to mortgage brokers and their customers” 

 

David Smith, Chief Innovation Officer, Uinsure, adds: “We are extremely excited about our 

partnership with 360 Dotnet. At Uinsure, we’re on a mission to provide a GI quote with every 



 
 

mortgage application – easily and quickly. This partnership further demonstrates the 

significance of our Zero Questions user journey with a focus on advice to deliver better 

customer outcomes. Generating a quote easily is vital to the customer journey, allowing 

Advisers more time to spend talking with the customer to fully understand their requirements, 

and ensure they get the best product for them. With our Buy Now technology, the best advice, 

experience and products are now in the adviser’s hands at the point of mortgage advice 

delivery to provide a customer-centric focus.”  

 

-ENDS- 

 

360 Dotnet has developed 360 Lifecycle as the ultimate practice management system for 

financial services businesses.  

The use of 360 Lifecycle can provide significant savings on the costs of running businesses, 

saving valuable hours of the working day and ultimately delivering increased revenue. 360 

Lifecycle offers a client facing FactFind and a secure Client Portal which helps to save 

further time and improve client relationships. Clients can enter hard facts into the FactFind at 

a time when it is convenient for them and have the confidence to send documents securely 

to businesses.  

360 Lifecycle is currently used is used by over 6,500 users and holds over 2.9 million client 

records. 

 

For further information for 360 Dotnet please contact: 

360 Dotnet  

18B East Link, Meridian Business Park 

Leicester, LE19 1XW 

08456 592360 

enquiries@360lifecycle.co.uk 

About Uinsure 

Uinsure is a multi-award-winning general insurance panel provider and one of the fastest 
growing fintech firms in the UK. Since 2007, Uinsure has established itself as the market 
leading GI tech platform and was the first GI provider to offer a panel of leading insurers 
sharing a true common policy wording, enabling advisers to offer their clients a real choice, a 
competitive product and a quick and simple documentation process.  
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Uinsure Limited. 
 

Registered office: XYZ Building, 2 Hardman Boulevard, Spinningfields, Manchester, M3 
3AQ. 
 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. No. 463689. 
 

For further information for Uinsure, please contact: 

Lawrence Chadwick-Smith on lawrence.chadwick-smith@uinsure.co.uk  

0344 844 3844 
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